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  Preface 

   Picture a nearly deserted siding or freight station in South Africa’s arid 
western countryside a year after the catastrophic Anglo-Boer War. The ruins 
of farmhouses burned by advancing British troops could be seen for miles in 
any direction. Two young Boer men are leaning on the front wall of the station 
with a look of menace and bewilderment etched on their faces. They appear to 
have no better place to be and nothing better to do. Both probably had been 
soldiers in what they would have called the “Second War of Liberation” or 
 Derde Oorlog van Vryheid . They might have also spent several years behind 
the barbed wire of a British prison camp thousands of miles away in India or 
Bermuda. 

 The train is several hours late. The English-speaking stationmaster, with his 
watch fob prominently displayed on his waistcoat and a bad case of nerves, is 
walking swiftly to the point where the train will come to halt. Tired of watch-
ing out for the late train, the two young men turn their heads in the opposite 
direction to see an African peasant farmer driving a wagon loaded down with 
bags of winter wheat and citrus fruit. The African is driving parallel to the rail 
line but in the opposite direction. Where is he going? To whom do all those 
bags of wheat belong – to him, to his landlord? Is he going to sell the wagon’s 
contents without the supervision of a white farmer or general dealer? 

 In the brief time it took for driver and wagon to pass the station, the two 
young men grasped that they had lost more than a war. Prewar white suprem-
acy had also been burned in the fi res of war, along with 3,700 square miles of 
farmland. The two young men and thousands of other Boer men and their fam-
ilies had lost a way of life articulated and defi ned by the transactional primacy 
of white skin, if only temporarily. 

 Once again, their expectations had been displaced by circumstances over 
which they had little or no control. They yearned for a time when failures and 
disruptions would cease and their psychological discomfort with everyday life 
radically, and perhaps violently, effaced. That time arrived in 1948, upon the 
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Prefaceviii

election of D. F. Malan’s National Party and its policy of apartheid. Apartheid 
defi ned everyone’s existence in South Africa for two and a half generations. 
Then it unraveled in a paroxysm of state terror and popular violence. Those 
sullen young men holding up the train station’s wall could not have foreseen 
the details of this turn of events, but their smoldering aspirations certainly 
anticipated it. 

 As this book goes to press, South Africa is facing another defi ning moment. 
Corruption in high places, particularly among the more exalted strata of Jacob 
Zuma’s African National Congress Party (ANC) government, has threatened to 
compromise the fulfi llment of the promises of South Africa’s fi rst truly demo-
cratic election in 1994. The failure of Zuma’s government to ensure the speedy 
delivery of public services and shore up failing public schools appears to have 
overshadowed the collateral damage of the previous generations in the upcom-
ing elections. Or has it? As Julius Malema, the former ANC Youth League 
leader and his new political grouping, the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), 
gain more purchase among the most economically disenfranchised black South 
Africans, the disfi guring legacy of apartheid has become more prominent in 
public political debates. 

 Malema and his Economic Freedom Fighters promise to nationalize the 
country’s gold, platinum, and diamond mines and to redistribute South Africa’s 
farmland among landless agricultural laborers and labor tenants once they are 
in power. Will a violent white attempt to turn the clock back to the days of 
“grand apartheid” in the 1960s seem not as harebrained as it did in 1994 and 
2002, when  Boeremag  (Boer Peoples’ Power) militants blew up several residen-
tial sections of Soweto, destroyed rail lines and bridges, and attempted to assas-
sinate Nelson Mandela? Will South Africa’s businessmen and multinational 
corporations throw in their lot with the weakened remnant of the Afrikaner 
far right and proto-fascist political parties such as the  Boeremag  (Boer Power) 
and  Afrikanerweerstand beweging  (Armed Afrikaner Union) in the wake of an 
EFF victory at the polls? Or will business interests compel such parties to fold 
themselves into the less notorious opposition party, the Democratic Alliance 
(DA)? Such outcomes appear unlikely. Most of the potential  voetgangers  or 
foot soldiers of any attempt to undo the present political order are now rela-
tively affl uent city dwellers. Paradoxically, any such attempt to upend the pre-
sent government would also have to have a visible measure of popular African 
support. South Africa’s future has thwarted the experts before, however. Only 
time will tell. 

 I owe the completion of this long-overdue book to a large fund of generous 
people and institutions in South Africa, Western Europe, and the United States. 
I am greatly indebted to the College of Human Sciences at the University of 
South Africa (UNISA), the Five College History Seminar, the Five College 
African Studies Council, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, 
the Social Science Research Foundation, and the University of Massachusetts 
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Amherst Faculty Research Fund. I also owe my deepest gratitude to the staffs of 
a number of archives, particularly Carol Archibald, Gabriel Mohale, Michele 
Pickover, and Sofi a Zulej at the Historical Papers of the William Cullen Library 
at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. Staff members at the 
National Archives of South Africa in Pretoria, Rhodes House Library at Oxford 
University, Special Collections of the Sterling Library at Yale University in New 
Haven, Connecticut, Manuscript and Special Collections at the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst, and the Special Collections of the Honnold-Mudd 
Library at the Claremont Colleges in Claremont, California, have gone out of 
their way to help run down photographs and documents. I can never thank 
them enough for the photographs that lend such great poignancy to a number 
of the claims I make in this book. I am eternally grateful to my friend and col-
league Barbara Krauthamer who has taught me how to bring the submerged 
story of a photograph to the surface with words. 

 I would like to convey a special thanks to many people in South Africa who 
saw fi t to take pity on or derived amusement from an eccentric foreigner who 
spent much time in their country. That I spent so much time trying to discern 
why South Africa’s modern history had been conceived as a mirror of white 
remembrance burnished by a deep but opaque tradition of collective and 
interpersonal violence must have convinced them I was a bit soft in the head. 
Among those who stand out are Dr. Paulo Sousa Affonso-Pinto, Russell Ally, 
Chico Tshabala Bento, Belinda Bozzoli, Rachel Browne, Sakhela Bulungu, 
Greg Cuthbertson, Rochelle Kapp, the late Bernard (Ben) Magubane, Zine 
Magubane, the late Phillip Masia, Selby Math é , the late Congress Mbata, 
Michael Ndi Mcethe, Neva Seidman Mokgatle, Seth Mokgatle, Ishmael 
Moroka, Ntabiseng Motsemme, Susan Ntete, Jacqueline Pateguana, Vinha 
Pinto, Neil Roos, Charles Schutte, Elinor Sisulu, Max Sisulu, Lynda Spencer, 
Flora Tembu, Kenneth Tshabalala, Dr. Khanyi Tshabalala-Pinto, and Charles 
van Onselen. 

 Then there are my friends and colleagues who continued to believe in this 
book – perhaps more than I did: Yveline Alexis, Ernest Allen, Reverend Robin 
Anderson-Turner, the late Giovanni Arrighi, Roderick Aya, David Bakuli, 
Carol Banks, Carlin Barton, Merle Bowen, Gloria Boyer, John Bracey, Ren é e 
Bradford, Carolyn Brown, Judith Byfi eld, Stephen Clingman, Cyrus Cox, 
Germaine  É tienne, Barbara Fields, Michael and Mary Ford, the late Eugene 
Genovese, Mwangi wa Githinji, Thavolia Glymph, Victor Goode, Francoise 
Hamlin, Katrina Hazzard, Lisa Henderson, Jos é  Angel Hern á ndez, Frank 
Holmquist, Allen Isaacman, Miguel Jeffrey Jones, Bruce Laurie, Barry Levy, 
Mzamo Mangaliso, Jeffrey McNary, the late David Montgomery, Katwiwa 
Mule, the late William Eric Perkins, Firmino Pinto, Christopher Reed, Leonard 
Richards, Julie Saville, Christina Schaarbai, Irene Silverblatt, Sigrid Schmalzer, 
Donald Sluter, Robert Terry Starks, Christoph Strobel, Barbara Sutherland, 
Sue Thrasher, Dale Tomich, Jan Vansina, George Vickers, Jacqueline Wallace, 
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Roger Wallace, Immanuel Wallerstein, Michael West, Nan Woodruff, the late 
Eric Wolf, Jackie Wolf, Joel Wolfe, and Abebe Zegeye. 

 Finally, there are those people who have sat beside and across the dinner 
table from me for more than thirty years and whom I love more than I can 
say – my family or the “Bowman-Higginson Debating Society”: Joye Bowman, 
the late Christine Dread Higginson, Malaika Higginson-Chehab, John Farid 
Bowman-Higginson, Imani C. C. Bowman-Higginson, and Lynda Morgan. 
Without their love and confi dence this book and very little else would make 
sense to me. Of course, the warts and misjudgments between these pages are 
mine alone.    
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